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Description 2024 Entegra Coach Anthem 44B, Entegra Coach Anthem Class A diesel
motorhome 44B highlights: Full and Half Bath Power Reclining Sofa
Dinette/Buffet with Chairs LED-Lit Fireplace Exterior 43" Smart TV Power
Basement Storage Tray Two 190W Solar Panels Whether you travel for work, to
see family or explore the country side, this coach offers the power you want and
the luxury you desire! Not only is the drive comfortable but the inside furniture and
bedding. Once at your destination, easily set up and relax on the three-seat power
reclining sofa or choose the hide-a-bed sofa option, or eat a snack at the table.
The 50" Smart TV and fireplace add coziness, the broom closet offers tidiness,
and the kitchen allows you to cook like at home. There is a 32" Smart TV over the
cab to watch as well, and a mid-coach half bath for convenience. The master
suite offers a slide out king bed, sliding doors for privacy, wardrobes, and a 32"
Smart TV to watch before bedtime. And the rear full bathroom offers a shower,
and a large wardrobe, plus a washer and dryer. With any Anthem Class A diesel
motorhome by Entegra Coach, setting up camp has never been easier with the 15-
inch digital dash displaying an integrated 360-degree surround view system with
fourteen smart radar sensors and six HD cameras plus the Valid air leveling
system. Each roof is constructed with arched aluminum trusses filled with batt
insulation and reflective Flexfoil topped with plywood decking then one-piece
fiberglass, exterior walls with Aluma-Tru welded tubular aluminum studs,
insulated front and rear caps, and X-Bridge bracing welded into the chassis frame.
The interior provides the Firefly multiplex system with 10-inch VegaTouch
touchscreen for complete integration of the coach controls with remote
monitoring and control from the available mobile app, a decorative ceiling feature
with integrated accent lighting, powered solar day and blackout night shades, a
central vacuum system, and Aire-Secure travel locks for all pocket doors to
mention a few luxury, stylish and convenient features. So why not experience the
best trip each and every time, choose an Anthem today!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 10ET41903
VIN Number: 34979-10ET41903
Condition: New
Length: 44
GVW: 52000
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 4

Item address Alvarado, Texas, United States
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